
 
 

Certified Flight Instructors 

 

Jeremy Biediger is one of our full-time Certified Flight Instructors. 

As a local resident, Jeremy graduated from Kamiakin High School 

in 2009 and then went on to graduate from Central Washington 

University in 2013 with a Bachelors of Science in Professional 

Pilot. He first started flight instructing for the university and joined 

Bergstrom’s team in 2014 to broaden his career in aviation.  

 

Jeremy always had a passion for flying, which can typically be said for any pilot. 

However, in middle school he decided to make a career out of his passion. Ever 

since then he has patiently waited to reach each step in his career path to eventually 

become an airline pilot. After graduating from CWU, Jeremy had achieved his 

private pilot license, instrument rating, commercial license, multi-engine rating, 

and certified flight instructor certificate. Since 2009, he has accumulated over 700 

hours and is anticipating adding more ratings to further increase his skills as a pilot 

and instructor.  

 

The B-52 or “BUFF” for short is Jeremy’s favorite airplane. The B-52 displays the 

raw power of aerodynamics, thrust capacity, and the amazing engineering of 

human beings.  Jeremy says “It’s amazing to think they are still in operation even 

though they were first introduced in the Vietnam War Era.”  

 

What inspires Jeremy to teach is witnessing the joy of his students when they 

achieve their license or reach a certain goal. Jeremy says “It feels good because it 

reassures my skill level and teaching ability as well as knowing I have helped 

change someone’s life in a positive way.” Aside from flying, Jeremy also loves 

spending time with his wife, Samantha. They see lots of traveling in the near 

future! 

 

Mr. Biediger says, “A good pilot can fly an airplane well, but a proficient pilot 

always continues to learn.” 

 
Ratings 

 Commercial Pilot                         Certified Flight Instructor    
 •     Airplane Single-Engine Land                •     Airplane Single-Engine Land 

 •     Airplane Multi-Engine Land                                    

 •     Instrument Airplane  



       

 


